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1. The DIA publication Ap.-365-8-1-70-INT, North Vietnamese Personnel Associated With U.S.
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respective organizations. Certificates of destruction will be retained by the activity accomplishing
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Chief, Production Support
and Resources Division
Directorate for Intelligence
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CONFIDENTIAL

INTRODUCTION
This publication was developed from an unpublished compilation of photographs of North
Vietnamese personnel associated with U.S. prisoners that DIAAP-7C has been maintaining.
When servicemen were released by North Vietnam, they were given the opportunity to review the
photographs available and provide identifications on the North Vietnamese pictured in the
photographs. The release and subsequent debriefing of Lt R. F. Frishman, USN, Capt W. L.
Rumble, USAF, and SN D. B. Hegdahl, USN, in August 1969 significantly increased the amount
of information available on North Vietnamese PW camp personnel and other individuals
associated with American prisoners in North Vietnam. As a result of this increase of information,
the decision was made to publish this document primarily as an aid for debriefing returned
American prisoners of war.
This publication is divided into two parts:
Part I - contains photographs of North Vietnamese associated with American prisoners. Many of
the photographs in PART I have been reviewed by the servicemen released by North Vietnam and
their comments on the photographs are included in PART II. However, many of the photographs
remain unidentified.
PART II - is divided into two sections, A and B. PART II A contains the available identifications
of the North Vietnamese appearing in the photographs of PART I. PART II B presents a brief
description of North Vietnamese PW staff and camp personnel with appropriate references to the
photographs included in PART I.

If a North Vietnamese is known by more than one nickname, the nickname listed first is the
nickname believed to be most widely in use. Additionally, North Vietnamese camp personnel
occasionally change
assignments and functions. It is possible, for example, that a guard observed at the Ha Lo FW
camp and known by a certain nickname may be the same individual who is subsequently
identified as a turnkey at the Citadel PW camp by a different nickname.
iii
(Reverse Blank)
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Change 1
1 August 1971
This publication will be updated as additional substantive information becomes available. Any
comments or queries on this publication should be addressed to the Defense Intelligence Agency,
Attention: DI-6C.
FIRST CHANGE, 1 AUGUST 1971
This change to the publication incorporates the information obtained from the debrief of Sgt
J. M. Sweeney, USMC, and from certain Vietnamese ralliers who could provide information on
the North Vietnamese personnel pictured in Part 1. There have been no significant changes in
Section B of Part II ("North
Vietnamese PW Staff and Camp Personnel") to warrant changes in these pages. The first change
included the following revisions to the basic publication.
- Page v in the Introduction superseded the previous page v.
- Pages I-49 through I-54 superseded and supplemented the existing page I-49 in Part I.
- Pages II-1 through II-14 superseded the corresponding pages in Part II. The new pages are
indicated by the words "Change 1, 1 August 1971" in the upper right hand corner.
The reader should be aware that the latest date of acquisition for the information in Section
B of Part II ("North Vietnamese PW Staff and Camp Personnel") is July/August 1969.
Subsequent to the release of the last three U.S. PWs in August 1969, the North Vietnamese PW
camp system has undergone major changes, including substantial shifts of the PW population.
Although many of the North Vietnamese described in Section B of Part II are probably still
associated with PW -handling, their functions and their nicknames may have
changed.
Part II, Section A ("Identifications of Photographs Contained in Part I") covers pages II-1
through II-13.
Part II, Section B ("North Vietnamese PW Staff and Camp Personnel") covers pages II-14

through II-34 and is divided into the following subsections.
Page
1. Senior Staff Personnel
2. Camp Commanders
3. Ha Lo Prison Camp Personnel
4. Citadel PW Camp Personnel
a. Interrogators, Interpreters and Indoctrinators
b. Turnkeys and Guards
c. Miscellaneous Personnel
5. Cu Loc PW Camp Personnel
6. Other Personnel

I-14
II-16
II-18
II-21
II-21
II-24
II-30
II-33
II-34

v
SECRET
NETWORK NOTE: "PART I" CONTAINED O N L Y PHOTOGRAPHS.
FOR EASE IN IDENTIFICATION, WE HAVE COMBINED THE PHOTOS AND
THE "PART II" IDENTIFICATIONS BELOW
AS WELL AS ALL THE PAGES INTO ONE "VIRTUAL" PAGE HERE.
All photographs were marked
SECRET or CONFIDENTIAL
ALL identification numbers were marked ON the photo itself.

SECRET
A. IDENTIFICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHS CONTAINED IN PART I
Photograph Number

1

Identification/Remarks

No identification is available on this individual,
but he is believed to be an enlisted soldier,
possibly a member of the NVA artillery defense
forces. The prisoner in the photo is LCDR R. H.
Shumaker, USN.

No identification is available on this individual,
but he is believed to be an officer of the NVA
combat forces (branch unknown). The prisoner
in the photo is LCDR R. H. Shumaker, USN.

2

3

No identification is available on this individual.
He could be an officer in the Ministry of Public
Security. The prisoner in the photo is Capt H.J.
Lockhart, USAF.

4

No positive identification of this individual has
been made, but Maj F. N. Thompson, USAF
thought the face was familiar to him. No further
information is available. The prisoner to the
right (only partially observable) is Lt W. L.
Shankel, USN.

5

SOS (Sour Owl Shit)
This individual was identified by Lt Gartley as a
three star enlisted man (Senior Sgt). He doesn't
speak English. He has been a guard and is now
a turnkey at Cu Loc. He has been responsible
for bad treatment of the PWs. The prisoner in
the photo is Capt T. J. Barrett, USAF.

No identifications are available on these
individuals. The individual on the left (#6)
6A
could be a member of the overt uniformed
Public Security Service forces. The individual
on the right (#6A) could be a member of the
Armed Public Security Forces of the Ministry of
Public Security. The prisoner in the photo is
Capt E. A. Brudno, USAF.

6

No identification is available on this individual,
although he appears to be a field grade officer,
possibly a Senior Colonel. The prisoner
partially seen in the photo is LT D. G.
Rehmann, USN.

7

8

No identification is available on this individual.
The individual on the left (#8) may be a member
of the Armed Public Security Forces. The
prisoner in the photo is LCDR R. A. Stratton,
USN.

8A

NAMBY DUMB, NUMB
This individual was identified by LT Gartley as
a very mean person, responsible for a lot of bad
treatment. He has never been seen smiling by
the PWs. Sgt Sweeney saw the individual while
he was detained in Hanoi near the Citadel PW
camp. Sgt Sweeney knew him only as "Vinh".

MR. ZOOM
(phonetic, which might be mistaken for the
Vietnamese name "Dzu"). The first group of
American prisoners released by North Vietnam
have identified this individual as a member of
the North Vietnamese Peace Delegation. His
name is remembered (phonetically) as MR.
ZOOM. This individual accompanied Gartley,
Elias and Charles on tours of bomb damage, etc
from 6 to 15 Sep 1972. He was also with
LITTLE FRENCHY when personal items and
mail were returned to Maj Elias. His function is
unclear; he spoke no English.

9

10

11

No identification is available on this individual,
but he could be a member of the Armed Public
Security Forces of the Ministry of Public
Security. The prisoner in the photo is LT C. D.
Stackhouse, USN.

No identification is available on this individual.
He is a noncommissioned officer, possibly a
member of the Armed Public Security Forces.
The prisoner in the photo is LT C. D.
Stackhouse, USN.

12
TANKMAN.
Maj Elias feels that this is an early photo of
TANKMAN, when he was younger (ID is based
on nose and facial expression). TANKMAN
was a turnkey at Cu Loc.

13

No identification is available on this individual.
He could be a member of the Armed Public
Security Forces.

This individual (#13A) has been identified by
the first group of American servicemen released
by North Vietnam as a guard at Ha Lo Prison
PW Camp. He could be a member of the NVA
regular combat forces. No further identification
is available. The prisoner in the photo is Lt Col
J. L. Hughes, USAF.
13A
14

No identification is available on this individual.
He could be a member of the artillery defense
forces. The prisoner in the photo is It J. R.
Shively, USAF.

15

LT Gartley identified this individual as an old
turnkey at the Citadel PW camp. This may be
the same individual in Photo #49. The prisoner
in the photo is Lt Col G. A. Larson, USAF.

15A

15A

No identification is available on this individual.

16 [white cap]
SHORTY.
This individual was identified by the first group
of three releasees as a guard at the Ha Lo PW
camp. He is approximately 25 years old, 5'4"
tall and weighs about 135 lbs. SHORTY speaks
some English. The prisoner in the photograph
on the left is LT G. L. Anderson, USN.

16

17
SMILEY.
Capt J. V. Carpenter, USAF, identified this
individual as SMILEY, a guard at the Citadel
PW Camp in Hanoi. This individual could be a
member of the NVA artillery forces.

18

SMILEY/AFGHAN.
LT D. G. Matheny, USN, identified this
individual as SMILEY, a guard at the Citadel
PW Camp. He speaks some English, and
usually appears to be smiling. He is about 20
years old, 5'7" tall, and weighs about 135 lbs.
He is a corporal in the NVA artillery forces. LT
R. F. Frishman, USN, and SN D. B. Hegdahl,
USN, also identified this individual as a guard at
the Citadel PW Camp who was nicknamed
AFGHAN.

19
BLACKIE.
Lt Gartley identified this individual as a supply
type at Little Vegas section of Ha Lo and as a
turnkey at the Heartbreak section of Ha Lo. He
is now a turnkey at Ha Lo for the new
shootdowns. He has been instrumental in past
severe abuse sessions.

20

20

No identification is available on this individual.
He could be a member of the Armed Public
Security Forces of the Ministry of Public
Security. The prisoner in the photograph is Maj
L. K. Thorsness, USAF.

20

21

LT R. F. Frishman, USN, identified the
individual on the left as the medical officer
(whether he is a doctor or a medical technician
cannot be established) stationed at the Ha Lo
PW Camp. This individual was present at the
military hospital when the operation was
performed on LT Frishman's arm, but LT
Frishman does not think this individual actually
performed the operation. The same individual
was frequently seen by LT Frishman at Ha Lo.
After LT Frishman was transferred to the
Citadel PW Camp, this same individual made
infrequent visits to that camp and gave physical
examinations to the prisoners. LT Gartley met
him as a hospital doctor after his release. The
prisoner in this photograph is Capt R. N.
Daughtrey, USAF.

21A

No identification is available on this individual.

22
SMILEY.
The first group of three releasees and Maj F. N.
Thompson, USAF, have identified this
individual as SMILEY, a guard at the Citadel
PW Camp. The prisoners in the photo are Capt
M. K. McCuistion, USAF, (left) and LT R. N.
Wideman, USN (right).

BONES/CHAMP/OH MY GOODNESS/YOU
SEE/WHISPER.
23

24

LT Gartley identifies this individual as BONES, an
English speaker who has been in charge of foreign
delegation meetings and has been a translator at
Christmas. services. Maj Elias identifies this
individual as CHAMP/BONES/WHISPER/YOU
see, a turnkey at Cu Loc. Maj F. N. Thompson,
USAF, and Capt J. V. Carpenter, USAF, identified
this individual as YOU SEE, an interrogator at the
Citadel PW Camp who apparently works for MAJ
BAI. Capt W. L. Rumble, USAF, identified this
individual as BONES. Maj J. F. Low, USAF
identified him as OH MY GOODNESS, who was
the camp commander of the Citadel until December
1968. The prisoner in the photo is LCDR R. A.
Stratton, USN. BONES also appears in Photo
Numbers 42, 56B and 61A.

COPPERHEAD.
LT R. F. Frishman, USN and SN D. B. Hegdahl,
USN, identified this individual as
COPPERHEAD, a guard at the Citadel PW
Camp. Capt J. V. Carpenter, USAF, recalled
seeing this individual at the Citadel PW Camp,
but no identification is available. He could be a
member of the Ministry of National Defense
Rear Services Staff.

MAJ BAI.

25

26

27

Maj F. N. Thompson, USAF, believes this is
MAJOR BAI, a senior staff officer involved in PW
affairs. He made frequent visits to the Citadel PW
Camp. It is believed that he was associated with
prisoner matters in the 1950's. The prisoner in the
photo is LCDR R. A. Stratton, USN. LT R. F.
Frishman, USN and SN D. B. Hegdahl, USN also
identified this individual as MAJ BAI. Maj Elias
identifies this individual or a political officer at Cu
Loc. Sgt Sweeney identified this individual as "THE
DUDE" because of this individual's interest in
Playboy Clubs. Sgt Sweeney saw THE DUDE while
he was detained northwest of Hanoi in Ha Tay
Province. THE DUDE is believed to be an
interrogator because he spoke very good English
(with what was described as a British accent). THE
DUDE always walked with his head lowered. He
has two gold teeth, one on the top and one on the
bottom in the center. He wore what appeared to be a
Soviet-made watch, gold in color.

TURNER/AMOS.
The first group of three releasees identified this
individual as TURNER, a guard at the Citadel
PW Camp. He is also known as AMOS. This
guard was present at the Citadel during Capt J.
V. Carpenter's entire detention there. He may
also be known as ANDY. The prisoner to the
rear and left of TURNER (only partially
observable) is LCDR R. H. Shumaker, USN and
the prisoner (also only partially observable) on
the right.is Maj R. P. Keirn, USAF.

The first group of three releasees identified this
individual as a member of the North Vietnamese
Peace Delegation. Maj F. N. Thompson, USAF,
believes he saw this woman at the hotel where the
release cermony occurred. Maj Thompson
speculated that she could be a member of the press
corps. SN D. B. Hegdahl, USN, recognized this
individual., but could not provide any further
information. This woman could be a member of the
Public Order of Traffic Police, Hanoi Security
Office. The individual on the left has been identified
as a deaf medical technician, a graduate of the
Central Cadre Training School, Ministry of Public
Health. The man in the middle is identified as a
medical technician associated with the Dong Anh
Hospital in Hanoi. The male individual on the right
is identified as Dr. Dinh Phuong Nghi, an eye-earnose-throat specialist.

28

FRENCHY/WAYNE.
SN D. B. Hegdahl, USN, identified this
individual as FRENCHY, an interrogator at the
Citadel PW Camp. FRENCHY is also known as
WAYNE, SMILEY, and several other
nicknames. Sgt J. M. Sweeny, USMC did not
positively identify this individual, but he
thought this individual might have been the
"doctor" who gave him his physical examination
during the time he was detained in Hanoi July
1970. This may be LITTLE FRENCHY; see
photo #43.

Nguyen van Hien (SMOOTHIE).
SN D. B. Hegdahl, USN, identified Nguyen Van
Hien as SMOOTHIE, an interrogator at the
Citadel PW Camp. Nguyen Van Hien is a
member of the North Vietnamese Delegation to
the Paris Peace Talks.

29

No identification on this individual is available,
although he is believed to be a doctor, not a
medical technician. The prisoner partially seen
in the photograph is Col J. P. Flynn, USAF.

30

SECRET

31

No identification is available on this individual.

32

WEBSTER.
Lt Charles recognized this individual as possibly
being WEBSTER, a man who worked with the
Solidarity Committee. Lt Charles saw him at Cu
Loc several times and again after his release. The
prisoner in the photograph is LT E. Alvarez, USN.

33

LE DINH LY.
A political officer in the Army who has been
associated with U.S. PWs. He was referred to in
Pilots in Pajamas as the "political officer" at the
hospital at which LCDR C. H. Haines, USN,
received medical treatment. He could be a
member of the Military Medical Department of
the Ministry of National Defense.

34

35A

35 B

note 35C is NOT marked on the photo
(sitting?)

FRANKENSTEIN/WART.
This individual talked to Capt J. D,. Black,
USAF, during the latter's detention at Ha Lo
Prison PW Camp. He gave Capt Black a few
cigarettes on one occasion. He said at one time he
enjoyed music. No further information is
available. SN D. B. Hegadhl, USN, identified this
individual as FRANKENSTEIN, an interrogator
at the Citadel PW Camp. He is also known as
WART because he has three warts on his nose.
This uniform is usually worn by colonels or other
higher senior officers, although this individuals
rank cannot be determined.
LT R. F. Frishman, USN, and SN D. B. Begdahl, USN
recognized two of these men (35A and 35C), but could
not provide any further information. This photo may
have been taken in the French House. The individual
on the middle (#35B) was identified by Sgt Sweeney
as Truong Cong Dong, the head of the Viet Cong
Delegation in Hanoi. Dong does not speak English.
He has what may be a permanent stye located in the
corner of his right eye, next to his nose. Dong wears
glasses when he reads, wears a watch, and was always
seen in civilian clothes. The uniform worn by this
individual appears to be that of the Liberation Army of
South Vietnam. LT C. F. Klusman, USN, believes he
recognizes the individual on the right (#35C) as an
interrogator in his PW camp in Laos. LT Klusman
recalls his name to be "Bon Khanh" (phonetic).

RABBIT/PLATO.
Lt Gartley identified this individual as RABBIT, an
old timer who has been in charge of past bad
treatment. LT Gartley had him as an Officer in Charge
from October 1970 until his release. He is now one of
the most logical and believable officers. He has been a
one star, one bar (Lieutenant) for the past seven or
eight years, which led LT Gartley to believe he was a
political officer. RABBIT works directly with camp
commanders. Lt Charles identified this individual as
RABBIT and PLATO, a camp officer at Cu Loc with a
good reputation as an interpreter. He was thought to
be in the political department by the PWs Charles
knew. Maj Elias identified this individual as PLATO,
a political indoctrinator at Cu Loc. The prisoner in the
photograph is Capt H. J. Lockhart, USAF. This
individual also appears in photograph #54.

36

No identification is available on this individual.
He does not appear to be a member of either the
Public Security Service forces or the Armed
Public Security Forces. The prisoner in the photo
is LCDR R. H. Shumaker, USN.

37

38A

38B

No identifications are available on these
individuals.

39

39

No identification on this individual is available.
The prisoner in the photo is LCDR R. H.
Shumaker, USN.

40

MATT DILLON/BEAN SPROUT.
The third group of three releasees identified this
individual as BEANSPROUT, a guard at the
Citadel PW Camp. Col N. M. Overly, USAF, also
recognized this individual as a guard at the Citadel
but he knew no nickname for him. He is believed
to be a member of the Ministry of National
Defense combat forces rather than the security
forces. Lt Gartley knew him as ASS HOLE or
MATT DILLON. He is not now in the camp
system. He also appears in Photo #52 and may be
in photo #15.

41

MATT DILLON.
This is the same individual pictured in Photo #40.

42

BONES.
Same individual as Photo #23.

43

LITTLE FRENCHY/CHOIR
BOY/FRENCHY/WAYNE.
Lt Gartley identifies this individual as LITTLE
FRENCHY, a very smooth and extremely
personable man; he was a master of the "soft sell"
appraoch. He has been involved with releases and
stayed with Lt Gartley in Hanoi after his release.
He claims to be a professor and. ' to have three
children who have been seen in the camps. Col
Overly identified this individual as WAYNE, an
interrogator at the Citadel PW Camp. Capt W. L.
Rumble, USAF, identified the individual to the
right of SN D. B. Hegdahl, USN, as FRENCHY, a
chief interrogator at the Citadel PW Camp.
FRENCHY has several nicknames. He appears in
photo #53B.

STAG (Stupider Than the Average Gook)/ MR
SMITH.
Lt Gartley identified this individual as STAG, who
was "billed" as the little Vegas (Ha Lo) Camp
commander in 1967. Lt Gartly also saw him at the inl970. He is now OIC at Citadel PW Camp Cu Loc.
His rank is twcl star (Senior -Lieutenant or Lieutenant
Colonel). Capt W. L. Pumble, USAF, identified the
individual to the left of LT R. F. Frishman, USN, (with
strap over right shoulder) as MR. SMITH. His
functions/responsibilities at Ha Lo Prison were
unknown. Sgt J. M. Sweeney, USMC, saw this
individual in July 1969 while he was detained in a
southern province of North Vietnam. Sgt Sweeney did
not know his name (or any nickname). He has buck
teeth and wears a watch. He also appears in photo #45
and #57C.

44

45
STAG/MR. SMITH.
This individual is the same identified in
photograph #44.

46
Capt W. L. Rumble, USAF, identified the
individual in the center of this photo as a man who
was present during Nihon Dempals filming of PW
Christmas activities in 1968. Lt Gartley first saw
him as a camera man at the ZOO for the 1970
Christmas show. Most recently he was with John
Hart of CBS News in Hanoi.

47

BUG/BUG EYE/DEAD
EYE/SMILEY/TORTURER/WILD EYE.
LT Gartley identified this individual as BUG, the
camp commander at Lt Gartley's Little Vegas (Ha
Lo) check-in. He personally supervised early
forceful interrogations. H is still conducting
initial interrogations, but without the use of force.
Maj Elias identified this individual as BUGEYE.
Previous releasees identified this individual as the
TORTURER, the camp commander of the
"Heartbreak" section of the Ha Lo Prison PW
Camp. Col N. M. Overly, USAF identified this
individual as WILD EYE.

48

MISS POSTURE.
Vietnamese name: Quanh Mai. Capt W. L.
Rumble, USAF identified this individual as a
"kitchen women" at the Citadel PW Camp.
Because she has a distinctive walk with her
shoulders thrown back, she has acquired the
nickname MISS POSTURE. May also be known
as HAMMERHEAD. No further information is
available. The prisoner in this photo is Col R.
Risner, USAF

49

Capt W. L. Rumble, USAF, has seen this
individual around the Citadel PW Camp on
special occasions. He could be a member of the
Armed Public Security Forces of the Ministry of
Public Security. No further information is
available. The prisoner in the photo is Col R.
Risner, USAF. LT Gartley feels he is the same
individual in Photo #15.

50

LT R. F. Frishman, USN, and SN D. B. Hegdahl,
USN, identified this individual as a guard at Ha
Lo Prison PW Camp. He could be a member of
the Armed Public Security Forces. No further
information is available. The prisoner in the
photo is LT E. F. Miller, USN.

51

Capt W. R. Rumble, USAF, identified the
individual sitting near the dour as a member of the
Vietnam Solidarity Committee. No further
information is available. The prisoner in this
photo is Col R. Risner, USAF.

52
MATT DILLON.
This is the same individual pictured in
photographs #40 and #41.
The prisoner in the photograph is Maj R. D.
Ingvalson, USAF.

STONEFACE/'FLUNKY.
Col N. M. Overly, USAF, and LT Gartley identified
the
individual on the left as the camp commander of the
Citadel PW Camp. Col Overly knew no nickname for
this individual. LT R. R. Frishman, USN and SN D.
B. Hegdahl, USN, identified him as
STONEFACE/FLUNKY. He is a Senior Captain and
was the Cu Loc vice camp commander in the Fall
1970.

53A

LITTLE FRENCHY. This is the same individual
pictured in photograph #43.

53B

54

RABBIT/PLATO.
See Photograph #36. The prisoner shown in the
photo is LCDR R.
H. Shumaker, USN.

No positive identification is available on this
individual, although he resembles Dr. Cao Xuan
Bang (born 1922) who is a 1963 graduate of the
University of Hanoi Medical School and is a
specialist in internal medicine. The prisoner
allegedly receiving medical assistance (but not
observable) is LCDR J. S. McCain, USN.

55

56

This individual-has been identified as Senior Captain
Nguyen Van Tam, Chief of the Ministry of National
Defense Enemy Proselyting Department Policy
Office. Tam has allegedly spoken about North
Vietnam's experience gained from the interrogation/
indoctrination of U.S. PWs. His experience with
proselyting functions extend to the Viet Minh period.
He was reportedly the chief interrogator of Colonel De
Castries, the French commander at Dien Bien Phu, and
tle commander of the PW Camp that held Col de
Castries. Tam speaks English, French, Chinese, and
Russian fluently. He has been described as a "virtual
dictionary of names" of U.S. PWs detained in North
Vietnam.

57C

57D 57E

57F

57G
57I

57H

57B

57A

58

59A

59B

59C

The individual in the foreground with his back to
the camera (#57a) could be LITTLE FRENCHY.
The individual in the left foreground (#57b) has
been identified as BONES/WHISPER/YOU SEE.
(See photo number 23) The individual in the
background on the right looking toward the floor
(#57g) is STAG/MR. SMITH (See photo number
44). This photograph was taken on the occasion
of the release of Sgt J. M. Sweeney, USMC. LT
Gartley feels that all individuals except 57b and
57g are newsmen.

No identification is available on this individual.
This photograph was extracted from a film in
which Maj R. D. Ingvalson, USAF; LT W. J.
Mayhew, USN, LT M. L. Gartley, USN; and Lt P.
G. Brown, USMC, appeared.

59D

All individuals appear to be hospital personnel
according to Lt Gartley. The prisoner in the photo
is LCDR R. A. Vohden, USN.

OB (obnoxious Bastard)/BLIUET. Lt Gartley
identified this individual as an English speaking
enlisted man who tries to pass himself off as an
officer-in-charge. This particular photograph was
taken at the Cu Loc PW camp during the 1970
Christmas season. The person in the photograph
is Lt W. J. Mayhew, USN.
60

61A

BONES/WHISPER/YOU SEE.
The individual on the left in this photo is
BONES/WHISPER/YOU SEE, a PW staff officer and
interrogator. This photograph was taken at the Cu Loc
PW Camp during the Christmas season of 1970. See
61B photograph #23.
The individual on the right in this photo has been
associated with several Protestant religious activities,
such as the 1968, 1969, and 1970 (as seen here)

Christmas Services.

No identification is available on this individual.
The prisoner in the
photograph is Maj J. A. Clements, USAF.

62

63
[NETWORK NOTE - NO FURTHER
PHOTOGRAPHS WERE IN THE
DOCUMENT]

No identification is available on this individual. This
may be the same
individual is photograph #73A.

64

No identifications are available on these individuals.
The prisoner in the photograph is Lt R. W. Galati,
USAF.

65

No identifications are available on these individuals.
The prisoner in the photograph is Capt J. D. Cutter,
USAF.

66

Lt Gartley recognized the individual on the far left
#66D as one of the three English speaking
interrogators at Little Vegas (Ha Lo). No
identifications are available on the other individuals.
The prisoner in the photograph is LT S. Vaughn,
USAF.

67

Maj Elias recognized the individual in the left
background, 67A, as a press coordinator at Cu Loc.
No identifications are available on the remaining
individuals. This prisoner in the photograph is Capt
W. R. Schwertfeger, USAF.

68

No identifications are available on these individuals.
The prisoner in
the photograph is Capt K. J. Fraser, USAF.

69

No identifications are available on these individuals.
However, according to Maj Elias photograph #69D
may be the same individual as #67A. The prisoner in
the photograph is Maj G. A. Despiegler, USAF.

70

LT Gartley recognized this individual as an English
speaking enlisted man (Senior Sergeant), who is a
turnkey at Ha Lo. The prisoner in the photograph is
Maj L. Hildebrand, USAF.

71

No identification is available on this individual. The
prisoner is Maj K. Johnson, USAF in the photograph.

72

No identification is available on this individual. The
prisoners in the upper photograph is Maj K. Johnson,
USAF. The prisoner in the lower photograph is Maj L.
Hildebrand.

73

No identifications are available on these individuals.

74

No identification is available on this individual.

75

No identifications are available on these individuals.

76

No identification is available on this individual.

SECRET
SECRET
B. NORTH VIETNAMESE PW STAFF AND CAMP PERSONNEL
1. SENIOR STAFF PERSONNEL
BARCAP

VNU. A Naval Intelligence Officer, LT Gartley nicknames him BARCAP
because he asked many questions on Barcap Procedures and 50 cal Machine
Guns on Destroyers. He has been seen at the Citadel PW Camp.

BONES, aka
WHISPER, YOU
SEE, CHAMP

VNU. BONES apparently works for MAJ BAI, although his specific
responsibilities
are unknown. He also functions as an interrogator/indoctrinator at the Citadel
PW Camp. LT Gartley identifies him as BONES, an English speaker who has
been in charge of foreign delegation meetings and has been a translator at
Christmas Services. Maj Elias identified this individual by all four nicknames
and said that he was a turnkey at Cu Loc, but had greater authority than other
turnkeys, perhaps "special status". He told other turnkeys which PWs should
be sent for indoctrination sessions, spoke good English and used slang
expressions. He was present at the 1970 Protestant Christmas Service at the
Cu Loa ' PW Camp (See photograph #61A) and at the release ceremony
involving Sgt J. M. Sweeney, USMC (See photograph #57). He speaks in a
soft, low voice.

CHI HUA HUA

VNU. CHIHUAHUA, a major, was the first NVN to interview LT Alvarez.
He is fairly young and good looking, his English is not too good. LT Gartley
had an interview with him in 1969, saw him at a Delegation meeting in 1969
and at the Citadel PW Camp in 1970.

FISH

VNU- He is a high ranking political officer. No other information is available

GENERAL TOJO

Vietnamese name unknown (VNU). Rank: Colonel or Major General. It was
reported that he was the head of the general political department. SN Hegdahl
believes he saw him and met him on one occasion at the Citadel PW camp.
Apparently the nickname GENERAL TOJO was given to this individual by
Capt J. Crecca, USAF, and his roommates. GENERAL Tojo is reported to
have said that after the war is terminated all American prisoners will be
released and returned to the United States

KAHUHA (aka
CECIL B. DEWIND)

A heavy set Lt Col, he is the senior military man for all the PW camps. LT
Gartley saw him at the Citadel in the fall of 1969 doing office work. In the fall
of 1970, he was in charge of the Christmas show at Cu Loc and was referred to
as CECIL B. DEWIND.

MAJOR OR MR. BAI

Nyuyen Van Bai or Nguyen Bai. He may be a civilian with the equivalent
rank of Senior Colonel or Major General with high level responsibilities in the
control of U.S. PWs. He can speak a little English but prefers to use an
interpreter. MAJ BAI is about 40 years old, 51811 tall and weighs about 140
lbs. He wears a wedding ring. BAI made many trips to the Citadel PW Camp
and was present at most events involving PWs. It was reported that MAJOP.
BAI was a psychology teacher and was in charge of French prisoners in the
early 1950's. See photograph #25.

SEALED BEAMS

VNU. He is a doctor in charge of the camp system. He wears brown
hornrimmed glasses is about 40 years old with a medium build and a square
face. He appears indifferent to the PWs.

UNK

ZVAN WINE (Phonetic) - He is a high official involved in the release and has
been in Paris dealing with U.S. Peace Groups. He is about 40 to 45 years old,
Thin with sharp facial features.

2. CAMP
COMMANDERS
ALICE (aka OH MY
GOODNESS and
MUSHMOUTH)

VNU. Former commander of the Citadel PW camp from 1967 to December
1968.
Rank: Senior Captain. Frequently used the expression, "Oh my goodness.,,

BIG FRENCHY

VNU. In the fall of 1969, he replaced the camp commander at the Citadel and
came on with a real "glad hand" approach saying that this was his first
experience with Americans. LT Gartley later found out that BIG FRENCHY
was responsible for a lot of bad treatment at the Briarpatch (possibly XOM AP
LO PW Camp) when he was camp commander beginning in 1965. He speaks
English with an extreme French accent and wears his hair brushed up.

BUG aka BUGEYE,
DEADEYE,
TORTURER and
WILDEYE

VNU. Camp Commander at Ha Lo PW Camp, he may also be known as
HITLER. BUG was the commander at LT Gartley's Little Vegas (Ha Lo)
check-in. He personally supervised early forceful interrogations. He is still
conducting the initial interrogations, but without the use of force. Major Elias
identified this individual as BUGEYE who participated in the interrogation of
Elias twice per day during the first five days of detention. He is approximately
5ft 6in tall with medium build, short hair and bulging eyes. His English is very
good and is a highly trained interrogator. He becomes angry very rapidly,
shaking his fist, threatening unspecified punishment and uses photos of dead,
mutilated children and burned out churches. Col Overly identified this
individual with the nickname WILDEYE.

BUG

WILDEYE functioned as an interpreter at Ha Lo PW camp, but he was
introduced to Col Overly as the commander of the cam7p. His voice is very
high pitched and he becomes easily excited. He is described as a tremendous
actor. He is shorter than most Vietnamese, WILDEYE usually wore a coat
with a typical mao Tunic. See photograph #47.

BUSHY

VNU. He was the camp commander at Son Tay and later at Don Hoi PW
Camp. He is an older man with dark circles under his eyes and hair standing on
end. Rank: Major.

COCHISE

VNU. He was the Camp Commander at Cu Loc during the 1969 escape
attempt following which he was relieved. He showed up again as camp
commander of Cu Loc in the spring of 1972. He is notorious for bad food and
poor organization. (NOTE: Because of the nickname given to FLUNKY, he
and COCHISE may be the same individual. There dates match, both being
relieved in mid-1969. It may be possible that one man commanded both
camps and thus became known by different names to different PWs. However,
LT Gartley, who gave about information on COCHISE, identified photo #53A
as the Citadel Camp Commander relieved in the fall of 1969; he knew no
nickname for this individual.)

FLUNKY aka Indian,
STONEFACE

His Vietnamese name was reported only as QUOC. Camp Commander at the
Citadel PW Camp from December 1962 to mid-1969, he was replaced by BIG
FRENCHY. He was the Vice Camp Commander at Cu Loc in the fall of
1970. Rank: Senior Captain. FLUNKY was reportedly very friendly toward
the PWs, but he did not handle or interrogate them. He does not speak English
but speaks Vietnamese with an accent that the prison guards find difficult to
understand. He is tall, slender and about 40 years old

FLUNKY

He lives in the French house and spends most of his time there. FLUNKY was
reported to have been replaced in August 1969. See photograph #53A.

GOLDFINGER

VNU. Camp Commander at Cu Loc PW camp. He has a gold front tooth
(fang).

HITLER

VNU. Commander at Ha Lo PW Camp. He was called HITLER by Capt J. V.
Carpenter, USAF, but he may be BUG. Has fierce-looking eyes which appear
a little cross-eyed. He wears his hair like HITLER. He is approximately 512",
stout, and weighs about 110 to 120 lbs.

WEASEL VNU

VNU. He is presently the camp commander at Ha Lo. LT Gartley saw him in
the summer of 1970 at Don Hoi PW camp. Rank: Major.

3. HA LO PW CAMP
PERSONNEL
ASSISTANT
COMMANDANT

VNU. An enlisted interrogator, rank unknown. May have a hearing problem
because he always spoke in a loud voice.

BEAUREGARD

VNU. Guard

BLACKIE

VNU. A supply type at Little Vegas and a turnkey at Heartbreak, he is now a
turnkey at Ha Lo for the new shootdowns. He has been instrumental in past
severe physical abuse sessions. See photograph #19.

BUGEYES

VNU. HITLER's assistant (HITLER the Camp Commander). Has a scar on
his throat, protruding eyes, a thin nose and is tall for a Vietnamese. Has an
excellent command of English.

CONSUMPSION aka
HACKER, THE
BISHOP and TB

VNU. Guard. Rank: Sergeant. Had a chronic rasping cough.

DOC KILDARE

VNU. Guard. Stocky, his hair, short for a Vietnamese, looked like a "flat top"
and grew straight up. Sympathetic to sick or injured PWs. He is a stickler for
adherence to regulations.

DUMB-DUMB

VNU. An enlisted interrogator. Rank: Sergeant. Tall and heavy but not fat.
Has a limited knowledge of English and speaks softly. He has a habit of
"shaking" or "rocking" when listening to a PW

DUMBGUARD

VNU. Guard.

GRUMPY

VNU. Turnkey. Looks grumpy.

HICKEY

VNU. Has a scar on his neck. Quiet, .well built. Was originally a turnkey
and later was made the night duty official.

HITLER

VNU. Night guard who continuously goosestepped past the cells keeping PWs
awake.

LITTLE MR. BIG

VNU. Turnkey.

MAD GUNNER

VNU. Guard. Threatened a PW with a gun.

RAT 1

VNU. OIC in September 1971. Formerly an OIC at Cu Loc in 1970. A tiny
man.

RAT 2

VNU. OIC of one of the rooms the new guys are now occupying.

SACRILEGE

VNU. Guard.

SHORTY

VNU. Guard. Private. About 25 years old. About 5"4" and 125 lbs. Speaks
some English. See photograph #16.

SPARKS

VNU. Substitute turnkey. Knows a little about electrical wiring or
electronics.

SQUEAKY

VNU. Turnkey. Is tall, thin, young -looking and has a very high pitched
squeaky voice.

SWEAT PEA

VNU.

OIC. Possibly a Lieutenant.

TWEATY PIE

VNU.

Guard. Bird-faced.

TWO BOW

VNU.

Guard. Cross-eyed.

WOLFGANG

VNU. Turnkey. Tall for a Vietnamese, about 5"8" or 5'9", likes to do things
in a hurry.

WHEEZER

VNU. Turnkey and a food server. He speaks some English. He said he was a
translator trainee. He received his nickname as a result of his wheezing.

4.

CITADEL PW CAMP PERSONNEL

a.

Citadel Interrogators, interpreters and indoctrinators

ASSISTANT
POSTMAN

VNU. Interrogator. Rank: Corporal. Short and stocky. He is moody and is
easily distracted in interrogation sessions. lived in the Citadel PW compound.

CHIPMUNK

VNU Interpreter. Has a poor command of English. Ran the camp Radio and
public address system.

CLYDE
CAMPBELL aka
CLOD and
ENGINEER

VNU. Was an interrogator at the Citadel PW camp until July or August 1968.
Rank: Lieutenant. He lacked patience with the Pws. He speaks and understands
English poorly.

COLLEGE JOE aka
RABBIT and NICE
GUY

Quan Nui. Rank: Lieutenant. Military and political interrogator, about 30 years
old, of average height and weight. He is a clever interrogator. He is conceited
and eager. Often assumes responsibility as officer in charge of PWs in LITTLE
FRENCHY absence. He may have worked at other camp too.

ELMER

Quang Moi. Interrogator. He is short, has a protruding mouth and wears glasses.
Speaks English. ELMER acted as WAYNE Is helper occasionally.

FOUR EYES

VNU. Indoctrinator. Wears glasses.

LITTLE
FRENCHY aka
FRENCHY,
SMILEY, WAYNE,
SOFT SOAP,
FAIRY, SICKLY
SWEET and
HONEY

Nguyen Vanh or Nguyen Thann Van. LT Gartley reported the standard name of
LITTLE FRENCHY appears to be the chief interrogator/indoctrinator in charge
of PWs at the Citadel. He speaks good English. He is a very smooth and
extremely personable man, a master of the "soft sell" approach. He is short,
skinny about 34 years old and suffers from malaria. LITTLE FRENCHY
conducted most tours outside the camp and was present at all major events. He
has been involved with releases and stayed with LT Gartley after his release in
Hanoi. He is a school teacher and musician. His wife works as a translator for
the Vietnamese News Agency. They have three
children, who have been seen around the camps. see photographs #28, #43 and
*53B.

LT FUZZ

VNU. Interpreter. Has a poor command of English.

POSTMAN aka
PRICK

Nguyen Van Quoc. Interrogator and interpreter. Rank: Sergeant. Light
complected, stocky and has a wide mouth with protruding teeth. He has a poor
command of English. Made the tapes for the camp broadcasting system for a
while.

SMOOTHIE aka
SQUEAKY

Nguyen Van Hien. Interrogator. Rank: Senior lieutenant. May have been officer
in charge of PWs at the Citadel until FRENCHY took over in late 67. Moved
back into the Citadel in July 1969 but did not work there. Walked in a hunched
manner- was identified as a member of the North Vietnamese delegation at the
Paris Peace Talks. See photograph #29.

THREE THUMBS

VNU. Indoctrinator. Actually has three thumbs.

VIC BOTTLE
BRUSH aka
INSPECTOR
GENERAL

VNU. Interrogator. Rank: Sergeant. Short and slender, his hair stands up like
the bristles of a bottle brush. He has been involved in making PW tapes.

VON

VNU. Interrogator. Officer, rank unknown. Looks French, is in his thirties.

WART aka
FRANKENSTEIN
and BONNIE

VNU. Interrogator. Rank: Captain Replaced CLYDE CAMPBELL in early
August of 1968. He has three warts on the side of his nose. WART is balding,
has a wide protruding forehead and is about 35 years old. He has a child living in
the camp. WART was basically friendly toward the PWs. He is not very bright
and was not acting as interrogator in August 1969. See photograph #34.

b. Citidel turnkeys and guards
ACHTUNG

VNU. Guard. Short and thin. Was abrupt, standoffish to PWs. Occasionally
acted as a turnkey.

AL aka CBU LEGS

VNU. Guard. Friendly toward PWs. Did not get along with other Vñetnamese.
Had been injured in the leg by CBUS. Worked in the kitchen during 1969.

ALICE

VNU. Guard. Effeminate.

BARBBAS

VNU. Guard. Rank-. Sergeant. Arrived in the spring of 1969. The name
BARABBAS was used by only one cell to identify this guard. He started out as a
turnkey. He is broad shouldered and well built for a Vietnamese. Could possible
be bribed for small favors.

BEAVER aka
BUCKY BEAVER,
GOPHER,
ALBINO and THE
KID

VNU. Guard. About 21 years old, short, slender and has large beaver-like buck
teeth. His moods are changeable, and he could be hard to get along with. He was
reported to have been married in 1969. He wanted to learn English and would
teach PWs some Vietnamese.

BRUTUS aka
ESKIMO and
FROWN

VNU. Guard. Has a big frame but is not fat. Was abrupt with PWs.

BUGS BUNNY

VNU. Guard.

COPPERHEAD aka
SPOTS and
WHISKEY

VNU. Guard. Rank: Sergeant. Was originally a turnkey but left the camp after
cutting his fingers badly in the fall of 1968. When COPPERHEAD returned he
continued to perform guard duties. He looked "hungover" often and admitted
that he drank. He is a neat dresser. Speaks no English. See photographs #24 and
#32.

DILLIGAP
Acronym for "Do I
look like I give a f-k.." aka
SWANSON, the
BASTARD,
SHITHEAD, and
ASSHOLE

VNU. Guard. About 20 years old, 51711 tall, 140 lbs and has muscular legs.
Has a bad complexion, speaks no English and can be mean. He is very military
and -insists on politeness and respect. Noted as the "toughest" guard by one
releasee.

FANG

VNU. Guard. Has gold teeth and chipmunk-like cheeks.

FREDDY aka
HECTOR

VNU. Turnkey. Rank: Corporal. Was a turnkey until the first communication
purge (about May 1968). Looked like a Philippino. FREDDY supervised
activities of Capt W. L. Rumble, Lt R- F. Frishman and Seaman D. B. Hegdahl
during their last month of captivity.

FREDDY
FUMBLES

VNU. Guard. Rank: Private 2nd class. Clumsy and ignorant.

FISHFACE aka
SLOPPY

VNU. Guard. Young, purses his lips like a fish. He is short and on the heavy
side. He speaks a little English. It was reported that he has been bribed to mail a
letter for another PW.

HECTOR

VNU. Guard. Very short and plump. Laughed and smiled a lot. Was helpful to
PWs (may be FREDDIE, the turnkey).

HITLER

VNU. Guard. Looked European, goosestepped when he walked (not to be
confused with the COMMANDER or HITLER the guard at Ha Lo.

INSPECTOR

VNU. Guard.

IRVING

VNU. Guard.

IRVING'S
BROTHER

VNU. Guard. Looks like IRVING. Occasionally supervised PW work details
and worked along with PWs. Very conscientious.

LA MERE

VNU. Guard.

LIGHTENING

VNU. Guard. Rank: Private lst class. He is very slow.

LITTLE GREEN
TOAD aka
PANCHO

VNU- Guard. Occasionally acted as an interpreter.

LIZARD aka LIZ,
SPIKE

VNU. Turnkey, Rank: Sergeant. Walks stiffly. Has short hair which stood
straight out. Was a turnkey when he arrived at the Citadel in August 1968, but
later LIZARD was given another position: supply NCO. He wanted to learn
English.

MATT DILLON
aka ASSHOLE and
BEANSPROUT

VNU. Turnkey. Rank: Sergeant. Arrived at the Country Club in late 1968. He
is talf, muscular and walks like Matt Dillon of "Gunsmoke." His main
responsibility appeared to be to prevent PWs from communicating. He plugged

up holes in windows and doors and tried to catch PWs tapping. Accordñng to LT
Gartley, he is no longer in the camp system.

MIX

VN'U. Guard. Taught PWs how to make coal balls.

NAMBY DUMB
DUMB

Vinh. Sgt Sweeney saw this individual while he was detained in Hanoi near the
Citadel PW Camp and knew him only as Vinh. LT Gartley identified him with
the standard name of NAMBY DUMB DUMB and described him as a very mean
man responsible for a lot of bad treatment. He has never been seen smiling by
the PWs. See photograph #8A.

PANDA BEAR aka
BABY FACE

VNU. Guard. Looked a little like a Panda.

PEDRO aka
LITTLE BUDDY

VNU. Guard

PLUTO

VNU. Guard. Tall, has a round face and broad shoulders. Seemed stupid.
Brought food and other supplies to the camp on a bicycle.

RAZOR

VNU. Guard.

RUDOLPH
VALENTINO

VNU- Guard. Tall, thin- Occasionally worked with PWs. Very friendly.

SMILEY aka
AFGHAN and TAN
BALL

VNU. Guard. Showed one PW how to make coal balls. Should not be confused
with FRENCHY the interrogator. See photographs #16, #17, #18, #19, and #22.

SPIKE aka SILVER
and SAM

VNU. Guard

STONEFACE

VNU. Guard

SWABBY

VNU. Guard. Arrived in the camp in the spring of 1969. Wore a Navy uniform
and was the only Navy man in the camp. SWABBY is a graduate of an art
school or institute. Has knowledge of classical music.

SWANSON

VNU- Guard. Seldom spoke and never smiled. PWs communicate with him in
sign language.

TEETH aka
MARTY and
MOUTHFULL

VNU. Guard. Has protruding teeth.

TINKER BELL aka
TWINKLE-TOES

VNU. Guard. Rank: Corporal. Twenty-five years old and 51611 tall. Has a
gold tooth in front. Speaks some English. Has effeminate mannerisms. TINKER
BELL was named by Lt J. Crecca.

TURNER

Hien Yoi and Han Ngol (phonetic) . Rank: Sergeant. Turnkey and gate keeper
until May or June 1967. Average height and weight, has pointed face. Not too
bright, difficult to communicate with. Functioned occasionally as a guard in
August 1969. May also be known as ANDY. See photograph #26.

WATERBOY
WUG acronym for
WORLD'S
UGLIEST GOOK
c.

VNU. Turnkey. Rank: Sergeant. Friendly toward PWs, speaks very little
English. Happy-go-lucky type. Did most of his guard duties near the gate.

VNU. Guard.

Miscellaneous Personnel at the Citadel

ARTIST

VNU. Tall and hairy for a Vietnamese. Has-a scar in the middle of his forehead,
is a good artist and did most of the art work in the camp. Was a guard for a while
then transferred to the kitchen. Against rules, the ARTIST gave Seaman Hegdahl
a cigarette while he was in confinement.

CINDERELLA

VNU. Assistant cook.

CORPSMAN

VNU. Medical helper. Sergeant.

DIARRHEA
DOCTOR

VNU. Medic. Originally at the Hanoi Hilton but transferred to the Citadel PW
camp in the spring of 1969. He is serious about his duties, competent and gentle.
He has strong hands.

DOC

VNU. Medic. In his fifties, wears glasses. Always wore a white coat.

DOG BOY

VNU. Rank: Sergeant. Stocky, has long hair. Speaks fair English but had little
contact with the PWs. Appears to work in the French House.

DR.
STRANGELOVE

VNU. Medic. Always in camp.

FEMALE
DOCTOR (no
known nickname)

VNU. Medic. Gave physical exams.

FRENCHY'S
BROTHER aka
NIGHT WATCH

VNU. Rank: lieutenant. Resembles FRENCHY. Generally in charge of details
around the camp. Had little contact with the PWs except to make the night check.

GRANNY

VNU. Female cook.

HAMMERHEAD

Kwan Mañ (phonetic). Her face appears flat in profile. Female worker who
appeared interested in men, PW or Vietnamese. HAMMERHEAD may have
been sleeping with the DOC. May also be known as MISS POSTURE. See
photograph #48.

KITCHEN BOY

VNU. Rank: Corporal. Is a little older than most personnel in camp. Originally
worked in the kitchen but was on guard duty in 1969.

MOM

VNU. Head cook. In her 40's. Has a mannish figure.

ODD JOB

VNU. Rank. Major. He is short and stocky, has a round face and walks with
long strides. He lived in the camp but was not observed working there.

PENQUIN

VNU. Short, chubby girl who works in the camp.

PIG FAT

VNU. Another girl worker in camp. Is taller and thinner than PENGUIN.

SOUPY SALES

VNU. Was the supply NCO but was relieved by LIZARD. SOUPY became a
turnkey for a while but was transferred out of the camp.

SUNSHINE

VNU. Rank: Master Sergeant. Was third in command in the camp. Strict about
regulations but otherwise friendly.

WRESTLER aka
STOCKY

VNU. Rank: Sergeant. Was a good barber. Medium height, high-pitched voice
and a very distinctive laugh. He had little contact with PWs.

5. CU LOC CAMP PERSONNEL
a. Cu Loc Assistant Commanders, OIC's, Interrogators and Indoctrinators
DISNEYLAND

VNU. Vice Camp Commander. Handles disciplinary problems refered to him by
the turnkeys.

DUM DUM

VNU. Interrogator, described as stupid.

EEL

VNU. Was an OTC, Lt Gartley saw him at the Citadel in 1970. He was in
charge of Natural History Museum tours.

LUMP

VNU. Political Commissar. Directed early bad treatment session at Cu Loc.

PERCY

VNU. Interrogator

PIDGEON

VNU. Vice Camp Commander in 1971 and 1972. Rank: Captain. He is
obnoxious, over bearing and pseudo-intellectual. LT Gartley also knew him at
the Citadel in 1969 and at Ha Lo in 1971.

RABBIT aka
PLUTO

VNU. Political Indoctrinator/OIC. An old timer, Rabbit has been in charge of
past bad treatment. He is now one of the most logical and believable officers.
He has been a Lieutenant for the past seven or eight years. He is believed to be a
political officer, has relative freedom of movement around the camp and among
the prisoners, and works directly with the camp commander. He has a good
reputation as an interpreter and has functioned as an OIC.

SPOT

VNU. OIC. Rank: Lieutenant. Birthmark on side of face.

STAG Acronym for
"Stupider Than the
Average Gook aka
MR. SMITH

VNU. OIC. He was "billed" as the Little Vegas (Ha Lo) Camp Commander in
1967. IT Gartley saw him at the Citadel in 1970. See photographs #44, #45 and
#57G.

THE AGENT aka
BUDDA and
PORKY PIG

VNU. Interrogator. He uses a "soft soap' technique.

WEASEL

VNU. Interrogator. He worked at Cu Loc, and at Ha Lo, With LITTLE

FRENCHY. Speaks excellent English. Approximately 50 years old, he smokes
cigarettes. He asks straightforward questions and uses military jargon. Wore a
green uniform with no rank insignia.

b. Cu Loc Turnkeys, Guards and Food Handlers
BANANAMAN aka
CLUBFOOT

VNU. Food Hanlder. Rank: Sergeant. About 35 years old, 5 ft 6 in tall, thin
build, walks with a shuffling gait. He does not speak English. He is hostile
looking, always in a hurry, is pidgeon toed and a little club footed.

BIOGRAPHY
BILL

VNU. Turnkey. Maintained a biography on each of the PWs. He also lectured
the PWs on "attitude problems" and other areas.

ELF

VNU. A small skinny man. LT Gartley had no personal contact with him, but
last heard he was at Cu Loc in 1968.

INDIAN

VNU. Guard.

HANDSOME
HARRY

VNU. Guard.

NUDS aka
MOONFACE

VNU. Group Turnkey.

O.B. Acronym for
"Obnoxious
Bastard' aka
BLIUENT
[handwritten
BLIVET]

VNU. An English speaking enlisted man who tries to pass himself off as an OIC.
See photograph #60.

POCKS aka POCK
MARKS

VNU. Turnkey in 1967 and 1968. LT Gartley thinks he is now out of the-camp
system.

RADIOMAN

VNU. Group Turnkey, replaced NUDS.

RALPH
WILLIAMS

VNU. Head Guard. Rank: Senior Sergeant. Smiles and jestures with hands a lot
like a used car salesman. He speaks a few English phrases and is friendly. He
moves around the camp often, checking on the guards.

SMILING JACK

VNU. Guard/Food Handler. Rank: Corporal He never smiled or changed
expression. He spoke no English, had an arrogant attitude.

SNEAKY PETE

VNU. Guard.

SOS Acronym for
"Sour Owl Shit"

VNU. Turnkey. Rank: Senior Sergeant. He has been a guard. Speaks no
English. Has been responsible for bad treatment of the PWs. See photograph #5.

SPIKE

VNU. Guard.

SWANSON

VNU. Turnkey.

TANKMAN

VNU. Turnkey. See photograph #12.

TAPPER

VNU. Food Handler.

6. OTHER PERSONNEL
LE DINH LY

A political officer in the Army who has been associated with U.S. PWs. He was
referred to in the East German propaganda film, Pilots in Pajamas, as the
"Political officer" at the hospital at which LCDR C. H. Haines, USN, received
medical treatment.

MR. ZOOM

VNU. Identified as a member of the North Vietnamese Peace Delegation by thefirst group of releasees. His name is remembered as MR. ZOOM (phonetic). See
photograph #9.

MUSEUM MAN

VNU. Always wore civilian clothes, with hard shoes instead of the normal
rubber shoes. Speaks a fair amount of English. He was present at the Army
museum tours and at the 1968 Protestant Christmas service. He was also at the
Catholic Christmas service in 1968 and appeared to participate as a worshipper.

SECRET

